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1. INTRODUCTION

This document been compiled to provide a guide for modelling Monodraught’s SUNPIPE Natural Daylight systems 
in DIALux evo 7 Lighting Simulation software. The Monodraught .LDT components will allow the user to model 
Monodraught 300, 450 and 530 systems of varying lengths and ceiling diffuser styles within their projects at 4 
different external illuminance levels. From here, users can determine the lux levels within their building for different 
times of year during daylight hours.

2. MONODRAUGHT SUNPIPE NATURAL DAYLIGHT SYSTEM

The Monodraught SUNPIPE is a Natural Lighting system that maximises the concept of renewable energy by 
channelling natural daylight from roofs to indoor environments. SUNPIPES create healthier, cost-effective and 
more productive environments. They are suited to almost any application and have been installed anywhere from 
residential buildings to the Olympic Handball Arena in London and the Falcon Centre in Dubai. SUNPIPEs are also 
designed for optimum efficiency and long working life, offering a 10 year guarantee.

2.1. Why Choose SUNPIPE?

• Introduce natural daylight into areas that cannot be served by façade glazing
• Natural Daylight has been linked with healthier, more productive and happier occupants
• Reduce your energy use and carbon footprint by alleviating the need for electrical lighting
• Maintain the bodies circadian rhythmn 

2.2. SUNPIPE Key Features

• Diamond Dome – available in Acrylic as standard or in Polycarbonate
• SUNPIPE material with 98% total reflectance – proven BRE to perform 

the same in 5 years as on the day of purchase, with no degradation
• Choice of a range of ceiling diffuser finishes incuding Microprism 

polycarbonate and Frosted Safety Glass (300 system only)
• Range of flashing plates to suit different roof styles
• Adjustable Elbows to navigate around building obstacles
• Multiple product options for specialist applications including – 

  » Motorised shut off dampers
  » Intumescent fire dampers
  » Security bars
  » LED lighting kits
  » Sound diffusers 
  » Luxloop ceiling diffuser with intelligent LED lighting system
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2.3. Lumen Output

Actual values calculated in an artificial sky, tests conducted at Monodraught and verified by independent consultant. 
For more information please visit www.monodraught.com.

2.4. SUNPIPE Projects

The Copper Box – Olympic Handball Arena

• Olympic indoor stadium in London, UK
• Monodraught worked with ARUP consultants to design 

the scheme
• 88No. 1500 mm diameter SUNPIPEs installed to light 

arena 
• Systems manufactured offsite and transported ready 

for installation
• 4% daylight factor

Sainsbury’s Dartmouth 

• Sainsbury’s aim was to be one of the first supermarkets 
to achieve BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating for sustainable 

• 64No. 750 mm diameter SUNPIPE systems installed 
to provide natural daylight to shop floor

• 5No. 300 mm diameter SUNPIPE systems also 
installed to light other areas

2.5. Further Information

Natural Lighting Literature

SUNPIPE Size

External Illuminance (LUX) 

Full Summer (75k) Overcast Summer (50k) Overcast Winter (25k)

Lumen Output Lumen Output Lumen Output

300 5157 3438 1717

450 8560 5707 2851

530 12782 8521 4256

https://www.monodraught.com/resources/literature
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2.6. Suggested System configurations

System Sizes and Potential configurations

SUNPIPE systems can be installed on almost any roof type, with a variety of flashings available to suit most 
commonly used constructions. With the use of adjustable elbows and extension lengths, systems can navigate 
around obstacles in the roof void. SUNPIPEs can be manufactured in 300, 450 and 530 mm diameters and can be 
provided with either an acrylic or polycarbonate dome.

Monodraught also manufacture SUNPIPEs in larger diameters; please contact our head office if you wish us to 
calculate light levels for your project using these systems.

Recommended SUNPIPE system sizing 

As there are many variations of room sizes and room usages, a guide of recommended system usage for a few 
different room sizes and applications has been detailed below. 

300 system:

• Suitable for rooms with a ceiling height up to 3 m.  
  » Approximately 1No. system every 3 m in distance

450 system:

• Suitable for rooms with a ceiling height up to 4 m
  » Approximately 1No. system every 4 m in distance

530 system:

• Suitable for rooms with a ceiling height up to 5 m
  » Approximately 1No. system every 5 m in distance

Other configurations:

• 230 system – suitable for more confined areas such as closets, ensuites and small bathrooms
• 750 and 1000 systems – suitable for industrial areas such as warehouses, workshops and similar
• 1500 system – the largest diameter of SUNPIPE Monodraught can offer. Suitable for extremely large internal 

spaces including shopping malls and indoor arenas.
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3. MONODRAUGHT SUNPIPE MODELLING PROCEDURE

3.1. About Monodraught .LDT Files

With respect to normal methods of daylight modelling, both in 
software simulation and physical model studies, SUNPIPES are 
relatively unorthodox. The shape of the dome, circular and reflective 
nature of the tube and diffusing characteristics of the ceiling fixtures 
mean that dynamically modelling bespoke SUNPIPE systems cannot 
be easily achieved with current light simulation software.

In 2016 Monodraught conducted controlled illuminance testing of 
our 300, 450 and 530 SUNPIPE systems in order to determine their 
photometric profiles at specific external lux levels.

This was achieved through the construction of an Artificial Sky at 
Monodraught Head Offices, calibrated to accurately simulate the 
behaviour of SUNPIPE systems in overcast conditions. 

Different lengths of SUNPIPE and different diffuser configurations 
were tested to determine their effects on the photometric profile.

The result of this extensive testing was that profiles were created 
for a range of typical SUNPIPE installations. These profiles were 
subsequently translated into .LDT files that can be used in the same way that electrical luminaires are modelled. 
Not only is this a highly accurate depiction of the illuminance levels that can be achieved with these systems, but 
it also saves simulation time relative to normal natural daylight modelling.

The SUNPIPE components are arranged into system sizes, external illuminance levels, lengths and diffuser styles.

When importing the components into any software, the following steps should be followed: 

1. Unzip the components archive “SUNPIPE .LDT FILES” into a location of your choosing:

2. Choose the diameter of the SUNPIPE you wish to use from the three sizes currently available:

• 300 SUNPIPE
• 450 SUNPIPE
• 530 SUNPIPE

3. Choose the level of external illuminance you wish to simulate:

For reference:

• 25000 Lux is broadly equivalent to an overcast day in UK Winter
• 50000 Lux is broadly equivalent to an overcast day in UK Summer
• 75000 Lux is broadly equivalent to a clear day in UK Summer

4. You will now be able to select from a variety of SUNPIPE lengths and diffuser finishes. Each file name is 
structured as detailed below:

• 300 SUNPIPE. Orion. 200 mm. 50000 ExLux.ldt
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3.2 Using SUNPIPE .LDT files within DIALux evo:

SUNPIPE .LDT files can be used in same way as other electric luminaires within DIALux evo.

1. First, download the SUNPIPE .LDT FILES .rar library from www.monodraught.com
2. Unzip the .rar using WinRAR or similar program
3. Open your project in DIALux
4. Select the Light Tab

5. Under the “Luminaires” tab select “Import Luminaire file”

https://www.monodraught.com/building-simulation/daylight-simulation
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6. Select the location where you saved the SUNPIPE 
.LDT FILE folder and select the desired .LDT file for 
the size of SUNPIPE system and level of external 
illuminance that you wish to import into your model.

7. You can now place the luminaire in the same way 
you would place any other electrical luminaire. 
Choose an option of either placing an array or an 
individual luminaire in your chosen location within 
your project.

8. Calculations can now be run on DIALux using the 
“Start Calculation” button in the top right of the 
screen.

NOTE

In order to change the size of system, diffuser type, 
length of pipe or external illuminance, a new luminaire 
file must be loaded from the SUNPIPE .LDT Library. The 
luminaire files should not be altered or modified from 
their default values. 
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3.3. Using SUNPIPE .LDT files in IES:VE

The following steps will guide the user on how to use SUNPIPE .LDT files within IES:Virtual Environment.

NOTE – to model the SUNPIPE systems with the .LDT Files, you will require the use of the LightPro and FlucsPro 
modules for IES:VE.

1. Open up IES:VE and load your project.
2. Go to the LightPro module within the lighting section of IES:VE
3. Below the model window, select the Database tab and click ‘Review’:

4. A new window labelled ‘Luminaires’ will now appear. This is where the SUNPIPE .LDT Files can be imported. 
Click on the Database drop down menu, then select Import>EULUMDAT.

5. Go to the file location where the SUNPIPE .LDT files are saved and open the desired configuration. A new 
EULUMDAT import options window will appear. Leave the standard pre-selected options as they appear and 
click <OK>. A series of labelling windows will now appear.

6. For Luminaire manufacturer’s reference enter: “Monodraught” and click <OK>.
7. For Lamp Manufacturer’s Reference enter the SUNPIPE size, length and the external illuminance (eg. 

530SP200mm50000LUX)
8. For the Luminaire Use category and Lamp category, leave as ‘NC’
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9. Enter your username to be stored against the imported file within the database. You should then get confirmation 
of the imported file and an advisory window about the imported files.

10. The SUNPIPE component should now appear in your Luminaires database: 

This process should be repeated if you require additional SUNPIPE files, such as different lengths of systems 
for a pitched roof application. This window can be closed once you have imported all the required systems.

11. Select the required rooms and ensure the height of the ceiling within the room is set to the desired level. This 
will be set to the maximum height of the drawn room if there is no ceiling. Untick ‘Default’ and enter the desired 
value.
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12. To apply the SUNPIPE system into your model, select the desired room, then go to the Database tab again in 
Light Pro.

13. Untick “default” from the Database tab and then click on the ‘Select’ button.

14. A new window will appear with a list of imported light fittings. Select the desired SUNPIPE component and click 
OK. The SUNPIPE system should now appear in the box at the bottom of the page

15. With the desired room still selected, drop down to “Room Level” and go to the plan view
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16. Within the tool bar at the top of the model space, click on the “Place a single light fitting” icon. Within the plan 
view of your room, place the component in the desired location. Repeat this process to insert additional systems. 
Alternatively, use the “Place an array of light fittings” button to set out a grid of multiple systems.  
To place different sizes of SUNPIPE components, or with different lengths of systems, go to the database tab 
at the bottom of the model space window and click on the ‘Select’ button to bring up the light fitting database 
of import systems. Select the desired system and click ok. These systems can now be placed in the desired 
location.

17. Should you wish to review which systems are located where, or you wish to change a select system, go to the 
‘Placed light fittings’ tab at the bottom of the model space window.  

To change a system, select the relevant system within the list and click on the ‘Edit’ button on the left hand 
side. Select the Database tab in the new window and click on the ‘Select’ button. In the database, select 
the desired system and click ‘OK’. Click ‘OK’ in the ‘Light fitting properties’ window, and you will see that the 
system previously assigned has changed. 

18. Once all the desired systems have been placed within your model go to the FlucsPro module of IES:VE to run 
the lighting simulations. 

19. Select the rooms you wish to carry out a lighting simulation on, then click on the ‘Design Calculation’ button on 
the top ribbon. In the ‘Lighting Design for room’ window that appears, leave all options as standard and click 
‘OK’.
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20. To begin the calculation, click the “Analysis Calculation” button on the top ribbon, making sure your desired 
rooms are selected.

21. A new window will appear with a number of tabs to allow you to set up your desired parameters for the simulation. 
Once you have set your desired options for each tab, click ‘OK’ to begin the simulation.

22. Once the simulation has completed, click the ‘What Data to display’ button in the top ribbon and select either 
‘Artificial Lighting’ or ‘Combined Lighting’ to show the performance of the SUNPIPE systems.
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4. Frequently Asked Questions 

Q: Can the working plane height be adjusted?
A: Yes – refer to step 11

Q:  How can windows (or other forms of natural daylight) be allowed for within the results?
A:  Click on the ‘What data to display’ icon in the top ribbon and select ‘combined lighting’

Q:  Can multiple size of systems be modelled with additional artificial lighting?
A:  Yes, refer to step 15

Q:  Can the SUNPIPES be modelled with additional artificial lighting?
A:  Yes they can, this would be carried out in the same way as using different SUNPIPES

5. About Monodraught Ltd.

Monodraught has been at the forefront of designing and manufacturing low energy, low carbon solutions for over 
40 years. Our company is focused around three major product areas in which we are recognised as Market Leaders 
– Natural Daylight, Natural Ventilation, Natural Cooling and Hybrid Ventilation.

Supported by a great team of people, including Research and Development, Project Sales Engineers, Contract 
Engineers and directly employed Installation Teams, we have the Skills, Knowledge and Experience to take your 
project from initial concept stage through to final commissioning.

Contact Us:

Address: Monodraught Ltd
  Halifax House
  Cressex Business Park
  High Wycombe
  Buckinghamshire
  HP12 3SE
  United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)1494 897700
E-mail:  info@monodraught.com
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